GroszFest
Celebrating the life and work of Barbara J. Grosz
October 24, 2018
Maxwell Dworkin Laboratory G115
33 Oxford Street, Cambridge
Continental Breakfast  8:00 AM  Maxwell Dworkin Main Lobby

Session 1: The 80’s  9:00 AM
9:00 AM  Martha Pollack  |  Welcome and Introduction
9:10 AM  Gary Hendrix  |  Barbara’s Salad Days at SRI
9:30 AM  Harry Lewis  |  Barbara at the Beginnings
9:50 AM  Jeffrey Bussgang  |  Seeing the Humanity Behind the Machines
10:05 AM  Lee Anna Botkin  |  Barbara and the Grosz Family

Break  10:20 AM

Session 2: The 90’s  10:50 AM
10:50 AM  Julia Hirschberg  |  How Discourse Structure Met Prosody
11:10 AM  Cyndy Friend  |  Barbara as a Leader
11:30 AM  Sami Ghoche  |  Barbara as a Teacher and Mentor
11:40 AM  Tim Rauenbusch  |  From SharedPlans to Apple’s Siri: A Collaborative Assistant That Learns and Organizes
11:50 AM  Eric Horvitz  |  AI, People, and Society

Lunch  12:10 PM  Maxwell Dworkin Main Lobby

Session 3: The 00’s  1:25 PM
1:25 PM  Kobi Gal  |  From SharedPlans to ColoredTrails
1:40 PM  David Jackson  |  Friendly Persuasion
1:55 PM  Liz Bradley  |  The Year of Bliss
2:05 PM  Hauwa Ibrahim  |  Barbara Grosz as Change Agent: My Story
2:30 PM  Ece Kamar  |  Directions in Human-AI Collaboration

Break  3:05 PM

Session 4: The 10’s  3:35 PM
3:35 PM  Lee Sanders  |  From the Yard to the Farm: Loosely Coupled Teamwork to Advance Child Health
4:05 PM  Yoav Shoham  |  Why Knowledge Representation Matters
4:25 PM  Gal Kaminka  |  Barbara and Israel: Contributions and Collaborations
4:35 PM  Alison Simmons  |  Embedded EthiCS
4:50 PM  Stuart Shieber  |  Closing

Reception and Toasts  5:00 PM  Maxwell Dworkin 119